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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The purpose of this paper is to present a general theory for Liapunov 
(Razumikhin) functions, and autonomous systems of functional differential 
equations. Fundamental to this theory is the introduction and development of 
a new “invariance principle.” 
During the past two decades, invariance principles have been established 
for various dynamical systems and, in particular, for several areas of 
differential equations (cf. [ 1 I] and references therein). For the most part, 
these principles have been motivated by the work of LaSalle in the 1960’s on 
Liapunov functions and ordinary differential equations (see, for example, 
[lOI)* 
The invariance principles that have previously been given, have two main 
ingredients in common. First of all, they exploit the fact that limit sets of 
solutions possess an invariance property. Secondly, they rely on the use of 
certain auxiliary (Liapunov) functions which are nonincreasing along 
solutions. The invariance principle and related theory that is developed in 
this paper also exploits, in addition to these, the same invariance property of 
limit sets. However, the auxiliary functions that we employ do not enjoy the 
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luxury of being nonincreasing along solutions. The absence of such a 
property has been one of the main obstacles that we have had to overcome. 
It should certainly be mentioned that an invariance principle for 
autonomous functional differential equations is already available. In fact, 
Hale [4] extended LaSalle’s work in the “natural” way to include Liapunov 
functionals and functional differential equations (see, also, Section 5.4 of 
[5]). Unfortunately, the techniques developed in [4] are not always practical, 
since it is often difficult, if not impossible, to construct an appropriate 
Liapunov functional for a given system. It is this difficulty that has led us to 
develop an autonomous theory based on Liapunov functions. In general, 
Liapunov functions are easier to construct than Liapunov functionals, and 
they are usually not as complicated to examine. (We point out differences 
between the two later in this Section.) 
A secondary goal that we have maintained throughout he development of 
our theory is to provide a unified approach to the study of certain “special 
equations” that have been examined recently in the literature. These 
equations have the property that each constant function is a solution, and 
they have been investigated by various ad-hoc methods. In particular, a 
variety of techniques has been employed to obtain conditions for which 
solutions of certain autonomous delay differential equations 
x’ = F(h(x(t)) - h(x(t - r))) (l-1) 
are asymptotically constant as t -+ 03. Most of these conditions have been for 
scalar equations 
x’ = 42(x(t)) + h(x(t - r)), (l-2) 
where, for this case, F(u) = -u. For example, if h(x) = xy, where y > 1 is the 
quotient of odd integers, then a Liapunov functional, together with an 
invariance principle, can be employed to show that each solution of (1.2) 
tends to a constant as t + co. By using different echniques, one can extend 
this result. For instance, if h is strictly increasing, and satisfies a local 
Lipschitz condition, then results of Cooke and Yorke [3] can be used to 
extract this same conclusion for (1.2). Still, further extensions can be 
obtained. For example, if h satisfies the above conditions, then recent results 
of [ 71 guarantee that each solution of (1.1) is asymptotically constant as 
t + co provided G(u) < 0 for u # 0. On the other hand, if h is strictly 
increasing, then the Lipschitz condition is unnecessary in establishing that 
solutions of (1.2) are asymptotically constant as f -+ co (cf. [6]). 
Although the theorems of [3, 7, 61 are interesting and certainly quite 
useful, they have limited applicability. In particular, the techniques of these 
papers are restricted to scalar equations, and they have generally been 
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designed for equations such as (1.1) and (1.2), for which each constant 
function is a solution. 
Among the consequences of the theory presented here is that it provides 
a unified approach to obtaining and, in some cases, improving the aforemen- 
tioned results (see Section 3). Also, as will be demonstrated throughout he 
paper, the applications of our results are not limited to scalar equations, nor 
are they limited to equations for which each constant function is a solution. 
Let R” denote the real Euclidean space of (column) n-vectors and let 1 XI 
denote the norm of the vector x in R”. Let r > 0 be given, and let 
C = C( [-r, 01, R”) denote the space of continuous functions that map the 
interval [-r, 0] into R”. For 4 in C, the norm of 4 is defined by /]$I1 = 
m--r<,<0 ]#@)I. Suppose x: [-r, co) + R” is continuous. Then for any 
c > 0, xt E C is defined by ~~(8) =x(t + s), -r < s < 0. 
We consider the autonomous ystem of functional differential equations 
x’ =f(q), (1.3) 
where f: C + R” is continuous and maps closed and bounded sets into 
bounded sets. We further assume that solutions depend continuously on the 
initial data; however, we do not stipulate that f satisfy a local Lipschitz 
condition in 4. 
From these conditions onf, each initial value problem 
x’ =f (q), x0 = 9, 
possesses a unique solution, and if a solution is defined and bounded on 
[-r, A], A > 0, then it can be extended as a solution “past” A. We denote the 
solution through (0, 4) by x(d)(.). Thus, x0(#) = 4. Finally, we mention that 
uniqueness is only required for the sake of simplicity; theorems in this paper 
remain true without the uniqueness condition. 
Let 4 E C. An element w of C is in Q(4), the w-limit set of $, if x(o)(.) is 
defined on [-r, co) and there is a sequence {t,} of nonnegative real numbers 
such that t, -+ co and ]] xt,($) - t,u]] + 0 as n + co. A set MG C is said to be 
an invariant set (with respect o (1.3)) if for any ) in M there is a solution 
x(.) of (1.3) that is defined on (-co, 03) such that for x, EM for all r in 
(-co, co), and x0 = 4. Notice that all solutions of (1.3) in an invariant set 
must be defined as solutions on (--a, co). A4 G C is positively invariant if, 
for each $ E M, xl(#) E M for all t > 0. If x($)(e) is a solution of (1.3) that is 
defined and bounded on [-r, co), then (i) the set {x,(d): t > 0) is 
precompact, (ii) a($) is nonempty, compact, connected, and invariant; and 
(iii) x,(4) -+ a(() as r -+ co (cf. [4, p. 4541 or [5, Chap. 31). 
We wish to apply Liapunov function arguments to the above properties of 
w-limit sets of solutions. First, for the sake of comparison, we briefly 
consider the Liapunov functional case. 
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Let G be a subset of C. W= W[#] is said to be a Liapunov functional of 
(1.3) on G if W:G+R is continuous and W’[#] <O for all #E G, where 
The condition W’ [d] & 0 assures that W is nonincreasing along solutions 
of (1.3) that remain in G. For a Liapunov functional W on G, define 
E = (4 E c: W’[@] = 0}, and let M denote the largest invariant subset of E. 
(G denotes the closure of G.) A typical invariance principle is: 
THEOREM ([ 11, p. 41 I). Let W be a Liapunov functional of (1.3) on G, and 
let x(s) be a solution of (1.3) that is bounded on [-r, m) such that x, 
remains in G for all t > 0. Then, for some c, x, + M n W- ’ (c) as t + 00. 
By a Liapunov function (or Razumikhin function) V = V[x], we mean a 
function V: R” -+ R that has continuous first partial derivatives. For a 
Liapunov function V, the upper right-hand derivative of V with respect o 
(1.3) is defined by 
(1.4) 
As V has continuous first partial derivatives, this derivative is given by 
where fi denotes the ith component of J If x(a) is a solution of (1.3), then 
(dV[x(t)]/dt) = Y’,[$], Whenever there is no possibility of confusion, we 
write V’ [d] instead of 7: [t]. 
Let V = V[x] be a Liapunov function. For a given set G E C, define 
E,(G) = 4 E G: -I~~~~ V[x,(#)(s)] = max 
I 
-i-<S$O 
V[#(s)] for all t > 0 
and let M,(G) denote the largest subset of E,(G) that is invariant with 
respect o (1.3). It is easy to see that M,(G) is the set of functions Q E G for 
every element of which there exists a solution x,(4) through d such that 
max %Wl = -r~s(O 
-P<S<O 
max WhW)l 
for all t in (-co, co). 
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Remark 1.1. In general, Liapunov functions do not possess the property 
of being nonincreasing along solutions of (1.3). So it is expected that the set 
E (i.e., E,(G) for Liapunov functions will be different from the set E for 
Liapunov functionals. It should be mentioned though that these two ideas are 
definitely related. Note that, for a Liapunov function V and for any 
$E E,(G), V’[x,@)] =0 for any t > 0 such that max-,,,,, V[x,($)(s)] = 
V[x,(#)(O)]. This follows directly from the definition of E,(G) and the fact 
that V must attain a relative maximum for such t. Similarly, from the 
definition of M,(G), if 4 E M,(G) such that max-,(,(, V[#(s)] = V[d(O)], 
then V’ [#] = 0. This latter property becomes very useful in dealing with 
many of the examples in this paper. 
As a final comment in this section, we indicate that the theorems to follow 
are, for the most part, given in a global setting. Standard modifications in the 
definitions, statements of theorems, and proofs would allow us to easily 
provide a local treatment of results. 
2. AN INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE AND INITIAL CONSEQUENCES 
Our first result provides a new invariance principle for functional 
differential equations. It is patterned after the theorem stated in Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V[x] and a 
closed set G that is positively invariant with respect to (1.3) such that: 
V’ [#I < 0 for all Q E G such that 
(2.1) 
Then for any $ E G such that x(4)(.) is defined and bounded on [-r, m), 
KS’($) E M,(G) c E,(G). Hence, 
x1(Q) --t M,(G) as t -+ co. 
ProoJ Let Q E G be such that x(#)(e) is bounded on l-r, co). Then 
~~(0) E G for all t > 0, and a(#) is nonempty. As a result of (2.1), a 
standard Razumikhin-type argument can be employed to show that the 
function max-,~,~o V[x,@)(s)] is a nonincreasing function of t on [0, co) 
(cf. [9, p. 831). As V is bounded from below along this solution, 
lim j -‘;“,“s”,~ V[x,(#)(s)] 1 = c exists. 
f-cc 
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Let WE Q(4). W e wish to establish that w E E,(G). Now, there exists a 
sequence {t,} such that t, -+ co and xl,(#) + w as n -+ co. It follows that 
lim ] -z;:. Wt,bwI 1 = $y& VW(S)1 = c- t-m 
As G is closed, w E G and xl(v) E Q(g) n G for all t > 0. Thus, 
mGyco V[X,(IJI)(S)] = c = max -rGsco V[v(s)l for all t 2 0. 
Hence, w E E,(G), and we have that a($) c E,(G). It follows from the 
discussion of Section 1 that x,(i) --f M,(G) 3 a(d) as t--t co, and the proof is 
complete. 
As will be seen, it is often a nontrivial task to determine M,(G) or 0(p). 
This will be dealt with throughout he remainder of the paper. However, as 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1, one can easily derive an 
asymptotic stability result for Liapunov functions and autonomous 
functional differential equations. For stability definitions, see [4, p. 4531. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose f (0) = 0, and suppose there exist a Liapunov 
function V = V[x] and a constant a > 0 such that: 
(i) V[O] = 0 and V[x] > Ofor all 0 # 1x1 < a, 
(ii) 7: [,9] = 0, and 
(iii) Y!t] < Ofor any 0 f )I $11 < a such that 
n-lax Ws)l = %w)l~ 
-P(S<O 
Then the solution x = 0 of (1.3) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof: It follows from standard comparison results in [9] that x = 0 is 
stable. Note that 0 E My(S(O, a)) G E,(S(O, a)), where S(0, a) = 
(0 E C: I] $ ]I < a}. Also, it follows from standard comparison arguments that 
max-rGsco Ws)l > max-rGs,o V[x,(#)(s)] for any d # 0 and t > r. Thus, 
for each 0 < ]]#]] < a, $ & E,,(S(O, a)). It follows that {O} = M,(S(O, a)) = 
EV(S(O, a)). Thus, for each solution x($)(e) such that ]]x,(#)]] < a for t 2 0, 
x,(d) + 0 E C as t + co, and the conclusion follows. 
It is worth noting that the above corollary cannot be extended to 
nonautonomous ystems without extensive modification. For example, in 
[ 141, B. S. Razumikhin stated the following result for the system 
x’ =f(t, XJ, f(t, 0) E 0. (2.2) 
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Suppose there exists a Liapunov function V: [0, a) x R” + R with the 
following properties: 
(i) V[t, x] > a(]~]) for all t 2 0, 1x1 < a and 
(ii) V’ [t, #] < -b(] 4(O) 1) for all t, 4 such that 
where the functions a, b: [0, co) --f [0, co) are strictly increasing and 
a(O) = b(0) = 0. 
Then the solution x = 0 of (2.2) is asymptotically stable. 
As was shown by Mikolajska [12], this assertion is not true. On the other 
hand, we have obtained Razumikhin’s result (and even a more general result) 
for the case of autonomous ystems and Liapunov functions V independent 
of t. It should be mentioned that Krasovskii [8] corrected Razumikhin’s 
assertion by requiring v~~~,#] to be negative definite on a set larger than that 
considered by Razumikhin. 
Remark 2.1. For the scalar examples that follow, we often use the 
Liapunov function V[x] =x2/2. For the sake of convenience, we usually 
replace the condition V[#(O)] = max-,gSGO I’[#@)] by the equivalent 
condition 14(O) ] = I] 4 I]. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. For a simple illustration of the previous corollary, 
consider the scalar equation 
x’(t) = -ax(t) + j” p(s) x(t + s) ds - x(t) j” q(s) x*(t + i) ds, (2.3) 
-r --r 
where a > 0, p, q: [-r, 0] -+ R are continuous, J”‘? r I p(s) ] ds < a and q(s) > 0 
for all s in [-r, 01. Let V[x] =x*/2. Then 
v’[Ol = -4’(o) + 4(O) j” p(s) 4(s) ds - 4*(O) j” q(s) 4*(s) ds 
-r -r 
G -4’6’) + I$(O)Ill4tl j” -r I ~611 ds - d’(O> j” 46) 4*(s) ds. --I 
Clearly, V’ [#] < 0 for all 4 such that ] d(O) ] = I] #I]. If either (y, ] p(s) Ids < a 
or f?.,Ip(s)Ids= a and ] p(s) I > 0, q(s) > 0 for some s in [-r, 01, or 
(?, ] p(s) ] ds = a and q(0) > 0, then V’ [#] < 0 for any $ # 0 such that 
] 4(O)] = I( )]I. Thus, (global) asymptotic stability follows. 
The following example provides a slightly different application of 
Theorem 2.1. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the system 
x’(t) = F(ax(t) - bx(t - r)), (2.4) 
where F: R” -+ R” is continuous, 0 ( 1 b] ( a, and x + F(u) < 0 whenever 
x . u > 0 (. is the standard Euclidean inner product). Let V[x] = 1/2(x . x). 
Then 
v’ [$I = 4(O) . W+W - 44-r)). 
Suppose 4 z 0, and max-,c,c, W(s)] = QW)]; i.e., 11~11 = ItW)l z 0. BY 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
so d(O) . (a#(O) - b#(-r)) = a] 4(O)]’ - bd(0) . 4(-r) > 0. Thus, for such $, 
I”[#] < 0, and (global) asymptotic stability of x = 0 follows. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(t) = bx(t - r)[ 1 - x(z)] - cx(t); r > 0. 
This equation is studied in detail in [2] as an infectious disease model. For 
our purpose, it is more convenient to write this equation in the form 
x’(t) = -cx(t) + bx(t - Y) - bx(t) x(t - r). (2.5) 
As an initial illustration, let b = c > 0, and let G = {# E C: d(s) > 0, 
-r < s < 0). It is not difficult to argue that G is positively invariant. Let 
V[x] = x2/2. Then 
V’[$] = -b@(O) + b$(O) 4(-r) - b$2(0) 4(-r). 
Let Q E G be such that IMII = IfW>l(=i(W Then U$l G 
-b@*(O) 4(-r) < 0. Thus, for any d E G, x(4)(.) is defined and bounded on 
[-r, ao). We wish to compute E,(G) and M,(G). First of all, note that 
M, s G is nonempty since 0 E M,(G). Let Q E E,(G); that is, let 4 in G be 
such that II411 =IM4)II f or all t > 0. Now, let x(t) =x(#)(t) and choose 
t* > 0 such that Ix(t*)l = ]]x&) I]. It follows from Remark 1.1 that 
V’[x,@)] = -bx*(t*) + bx(t*) x(t* - r) - bx’(t*)x(t* - r) = 0. 
As x(t* - r) < x(t*), we have that x*(t*) x(t* - r) = 0, from which it is 
readily seen that x(t*) = 0. Hence, x,.(4) = 0 E C and, due to uniqueness, 
x,(4) = 0 for all t > t*. But d E E,(G), so we must have that 0 = 0. That is, 
(0) = M,(G) = E,(G) and x,(d) -+ 0 E C as t -+ co for any 4 E G. 
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If 0 < b Q c in (2.5), then the previous argument can be applied directly to 
affect the same conclusion, In fact, as is shown in [2], the sets 
{#: 0 <4(s) < l}, (4: 0 < o(s) < l}, and (4: 0 <4(s) < 1) are also positively 
invariant, and the same results hold for these sets. 
Suppose 0 < c < b, and let G, = {$: 4(s) > 0, --T < s < 0). Then G, is 
positively invariant. For this case, 1 - c/b > 0 is an equilibrium point, and 
we set 
40 = (1 - c/b)(l + y(f)> 
to obtain 
y’(t) = -by(t) + cy(t - r) - (b - c) y(t) y(t - r). (2.6) 
Let 0 ( 0 ( 1 be such that c = be, and define V[ y] = y*/2. Then 
V’MI = bH*P) + &V) YN-~ - (1 - 0) #‘(O> 4(-41. 
Let G,= {$:4(s) > -1,~r<s<O}. Then V’[d] <O for any QE G, such 
that ll~ll= I44W F rom this, it is readily seen that G, is positively invariant. 
(So is { 4: -1 < #(s) < 0/l - t9) (cf. [2]).) As before, it can now be argued 
that ~~(4) + 0 as t -+ co for any 4 E G,. Thus, for any 4 E G,, the solution 
x(4)(.) of (2.5) satisfies x($)(t) + 1 - c/b as t + co. 
The results of the previous paragraphs are (essentially) among those 
obtained by Cooke in [2], where Liapunov functionals and the theorem in 
Section 1 are employed. However, a modification of the physical 
assumptions will render a model that is often less tractable regarding the use 
of Liapunov functionals (cf. [2, Section 81). Thus, Theorem 2.1 should 
provide a more useful approach to this problem. For example, the above 
arguments can be applied to prove that, for 4 E G and h continuous, 
x(#)(t) + 0 as’t -+ co for the solution x(#)(a) of either 
x’(t) = bh(x(t - r))( 1 - x(t)) - cx(t) 
(0 < b < c, u/z(u) > 0 for u # 0 and (h(u)] < ] u ]) or 
x’(t) = bh(x(t - r))( 1 - x(t)) - &(x(t)) 
(0 < b < c, h(O) = 0 and h is strictly increasing). 
The previous example leads us to a simple but useful extension of 
Corollary 1. The proof of this extension incorporates techniques from 
Corollary 1 and Example 2.3 and is therefore omitted. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose f (0) = 0, and suppose there exist a Liapunov 
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function V = V[x], and a > 0, and a closed set G that is positively invariant 
with respect to (1.3) such that 
(i) OE G, VIO] =O, V[x] > Ofor O#xE G; 
(ii) Vi[t] = 0; and 
(iii) “;;‘x] <Oforany#EGsuch thatO#]]#]]<aand 
Then the solution x = 0 of (1.3) is asymptotically stable (with respect to G). 
Although we are certainly interested in asymptotic stability results, we are 
equally as interested in finding various conditions which guarantee that 
solutions of (1.3) tend to constant limits even if asymptotic stability is 
impossible. Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 below provide initial steps in 
obtaining such conditions. Further results along these lines are given in 
Section 3. Of particular interest are equations for which each constant 
function is itself a solution. 
For a Liapunov function V = V[x] and a nonempty set H s [-r, 0), define 
K,(H) = (Q E C: V[#(s)] = V[#(O)] for all s E H), 
and define K, = K,( [-r, 0)). The next lemma plays a fundamental role 
throughout he remainder of this paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V[x] and a 
closed set G that is positively invariant with respect to (1.3) such that: 
for any $ E G with x(4)(.) bounded on [-r, CD), 
lim 1 -r;:O V[x,(#)(s)] 1 exists. 
t-00 
Then, for any $ E G such that Q(() E K,, 
V[x($)(t)] = V[x,(#)(O)] -+ constant as t + 03. 
Proof: Let 0 E C with lim,,, {max-,.<,<, V[x,($)(s)]} = c. Suppose 
Q(d) s K, and V[x(()(t)] + constant as t + co. Then there exist a < c and a 
sequence {tn} such that t, + co and V[x(#)(t,)] + a as n -+ a3. Now, as 
(x&5)} is precompact, there exists a subsequence {t,,,} of {t,} such that 
xt,m + II/ as n, + 00 for some w E G. Thus, w E n(4). In particular, 
V[ v(s)] = k for some constant k and all s in [-r, 0). But xtnm($)(0) + w(O), 
and V[xt.,(#)(0)] -+ a = V[w(O)], which implies V[I&S)] = a, -r Q s < 0. 
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However, ma._,(,(O V[X~,,(#)(S)] + max-,,,<, V[w(s)] = c # a, which is a 
contradiction. Hence, V[x($)(t)] + constant as f + co whenever a(#) s K,. 
As one might guess, the difftculty in applying Lemma 2.1 lies in deter- 
mining that Q(4) !E K,. The next result provides simple, but not definitive, 
criteria for establishing this condition. Further results will be given in 
Section 3. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V[x] and a 
closed set G that is positively invariant with respect to (1.3) such that: 
(i) V’[#] < 0 for all 4 E G such that V[#(O)] = max-,<,(, V[#(s)] 
and 
(ii) q4 E K, for all # E G such that 
VW = 0 and VW)1 = -%yGo Ws)l. 
Then, for any q5 E G such that x(4)(.) is deBned and bounded on 
[-r, co), Q($) 5 K,. Hence, 
V[x($)(t)] -+ constant as t + co. 
Proof. Let d E G such that x(#)(.) is bounded on [-r, co), and let 
w E a(#). By Theorem 2.1, w E E,(G) so max-,,,,, V[w(s)] = max-,(,(, 
W,(W)1 = f c or some scalar c and all t > 0. Hence, V[x,.(w)(O)] = c for 
some 0 Q t* < r. By Remark 1.1, V’ [xl,(w)] = 0, so, from condition (ii), 
xt4w) E K,. That is, V[x,,(w)(s)] = c for -r < s < 0. Thus, 
W,*(W>(--t*)l = v[w(o)l = c, and it follows that V[x,(w)(O)] has a relative 
maximum value at t = 0. Consequently, from condition (ii), IJI E K,. 
Therefore, Q(d) s K, and the remainder of the proof follows from 
Lemma 2.1. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(t) = -x(t) + x(t - r) -x(t) x(t - r) lo [x(t + s) -x(t)]* ds. (2.7) 
-r 
This is an alteration of (2.5). 
Let G = (0: d(s) > 0, -r < s < 0). Then G is positively invariant. We wish 
to show that x(#)(t) + constant as t + co for each $ E G. Note that each 
constant function is a solution of (2.7). 
Let V[x] =x2/2. Then 
VW = -ti2(0) + HO) C-r) - 4*(O) /Wl” M(s) - 9@>1” ds. -r 
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Clearly, V’ [I] < 0 for all 4 in G such that (o(O)] = ()$I]. Thus, for each d in 
G, x(#)(s) is defined as bounded on [--r, co). Also, (i) of Theorem 2.2 is 
satisfied. To see that condition (ii) of Theorem 2.2 holds, let 4 in G be such 
that I4P)l= 11~11 and 
v’[#l = -4’P) + 4(O) 4(-r) -9’(O) ,W/’ l#(s> - 4Wl’ ds = 0. -i- 
Then 
-$2(O) #t-r) j” [O(s) - YW* ds = 0. -r 
If 4(O) =O, then #= 0 E C. Likewise, if 4(--r) =O, then 4(O) = 0, so 
(6 = 0 E C. If J?,. [4(s) - 4(O)]’ ds = 0, then g(s) = Q(0) for all s E I-r, 01. 
Thus, in any case, V[#(s)] = V[$(O)] f or all s E [--r, 01, and it follows that 
4 E K,. The conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold, and x’($)(t)/2 + constant as 
I + co for each $ E G. Hence, each solution with initial condition in G tends 
to a constant limit as t + co. 
Note that the previous results for Eq. (2.5) can be immediately extended to 
the more general scalar equation 
x’(t) = 4(x(t)) + h(x(t - r)) - G(x(t), x(t - r), xJ, (2.8) 
where h: R + R is a continuous strictly increasing function with h(O) = 0, 
and G(x,y, 4) > 0 for all x,y > 0, $ E G, and G(x,y, 4) > 0 for all x,y 2 0, 
and nonconstant $ E G. Likewise, if the right-hand side of (2.8) is multiplied 
by a term such as J?l [x(t + s) - x(t)]’ ds, then the above techniques can be 
applied to prove that each solution of the new equation is asymptotically 
constant as t + co. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC CONSTANCY 0~ VALONG SOLUTIONS 
As was pointed out in Section 1, a Liapunov functional together with an 
invariance principle can be employed to prove that each solution of the 
scalar equation 
x’(r) = -xY(t) + xY(t - I) (3.1) 
tends to a constant limit as t + co, where y 2 1 is the quotient of odd 
integers. However, in trying to apply these techniques to obtain the same 
conclusion for a more general equation 
x’(t) = 42(x(t)) + h(x(t - r)), (3.2) 
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where h: R -+ R is continuous and strictly increasing, one often finds that it is 
extremely difficult (or impossible) to construct an appropriate Liapunov 
functional. This task becomes even more difficult for equations such as 
x’(t) = F(h(x(t)) - h(x(t - r))), (3.3) 
or 
x’(t) = -h(x(t)) + lo g(s) h(x(t + s)) ds, (3.4) 
-r 
where J”tr 1 g(s)] ds < 1 and h is continuous and strictly increasing. 
Likewise, it does not appear that we can directly apply the results of 
Section 2 to (3.2)-(3.4). In particular, for these equations, one cannot readily 
verify that Q(4) 5 K, (using V= x2/2). In this section, we eliminate this 
difficulty by developing additional theorems in the spirit of those of the 
previous section. As a starting point, we modify Theorem 2.2 by including an 
additional condition and weakening condition (ii). 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V[x], a closed 
set G that is positively invariant with respect to (1.3), and a nonempty set 
H c [-r, 0) such that 
(i) V’ [ @] < 0 fir all 4 E G such that 
V[4(0)1 = -y<;:, Qm>l; 
(ii) Q E K,(H) for all $ E G such that V’ [#] = 0 and 
VkWl = -yct,“,o %Wl; and \ 
(iii) E,(G) = (4 E G: V[x,($)(O)] is eventualZy constant}. 
Then, for any Q E G such that x&)(.) is defined and bounded on 
[-r, OD), Q(4) s K,. Hence, 
V[x(#)(t)] --t constant as t+ co. 
Proof. Let d E G be such that x(#)(e) is bounded on [-r, co) and let 
w E Q(d). By Theorem 2.1, w E E,(G) so V[x,(w)(O)] is eventually constant. 
We wish to show that w E K,. Suppose not. That is, suppose 
V[ w(-)] # constant. Now, there exist to > 0 and a scalar c such that 
V[x,(tq)(O)] = c for all t > to. Let t, be the first time for which 
V[x,(v)(O)] = c for all t > tl. Then V[x,,(w)(.)] # constant. 
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Let -h E H. Since IJ E M,(G), we have max-,(,GO V[x,(v)(s)] = c for all 
t. Thus, by condition (ii), xl(v) E K,(H) for all t > c,. Consequently, 
~btWW)l = ww)P)l f or all t, < t < t, + h. That is, V[x,(w)(O)] = c 
for all t > t, - h. This contradicts the definition of I,. Therefore, a($) s K,, 
and the remainder of the proof follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Remark 3.1. From the proof of Lemma 3.1, it is clear that the same 
conclusion can be obtained by replacing condition (iii) with the condition 
(iii)’ G(d) g ( I+V E G: V[x,(y/)(O)] is eventually constant} 
for all 4 E G. 
This fact will be used in the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V[x], a 
closed set G that is positively invariant with respect to (l-3), and a nonempty 
set HE [-r, 0) such that 
(i) V’[$] < Ofor all # E G such that V[#(O)] = max-,(,(O V[#(s)]; 
(ii) 4 E K,(H)for all 4 E G such that V’ [#] = 0 and 
V[#(O)] = m;xo VM(s)l; and 
(iii) either there exist r, , rz E H such that r,/r, is irrational, or the set 
H is infinite. 
Then, for any 4 such that x,(4)(.) is defined and bounded on 
[-r, a~), B(g) !G K,. Hence, 
V[x(ti)(t)] -t constant as t + 00. 
Proof: Let 4 E G be such that x(g)(.) is defined and bounded on [0, co). 
Then a(#) is a nonempty, compact set that is invariant with respect o (1.3). 
Let w E a(d). Since a(#) E E,(G), by Theorem 2.1 we have that max-,,,,, 
w,tv4(s)l = Cl f or all f > 0 and for some constant c,. We wish to show 
that W,(yl)Wl = cr for all t >O. Suppose not. Then, c2 = inferGsco 
V[x,.(w)(s) < c, for some t* > r. Now, V’ is bounded on Q($), so there 
exists cj > 0 such that ] V’[x,(w)(.)] ] Q cj for all t > 0. Let E be chosen such 
that 0 < E < max(c, - c2/c3, r}. With the aid of condition (iii), one can 
choose nonnegative integers p, q such that 0 < qr, -pr, < E, where 
-rl, -rz E H are suitable numbers. Indeed, if H is an infinite set, then in a 
neighborhood of every accumulation point of H there are suitable rl and rz 
for p = q = 1. On the other hand, if -r,, -r2 E H and rI/r2 is irrational, 
then, as is known from Dirichlet’s theorem in number theory, for every 
natural number n, there exists a rational number p/q > 0 such that 
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1 r2/r1 -p/q1 < l/nq, from which the existence of the desired numbers follow 
immediately. 
For the sake of notational convenience, let x(t) =x,(v)(O), and let N= 
(qrJ(qr, -pr,)] + 1 ([ .] denotes the integer part). Choose t* * > pr, + t* 
such that V[x(t**)] = c,, and define the set F, = {t* * - k, r, - k, rz : 
k, + k, = k, k, and k, are nonnegative integers} for all k = 0, 1,2,.... 
Since V[x(t**)] = cl, V’[x,,,(w)] = 0, so xl,,(v) E K,(H). That is, 
V[x,.,(w)(O)] = V[x,,.(y)(-r,)] = V[xI*.(v)(-rJ] = c,. In particular, 
V[x(t)] = c, for all t E F, n [0, t**]. By applying this argument o each 
element in F, n [0, t**], we obtain that V[x(t)] = c, for all 
t E F2 n [0, t**], and by further iterating this argument, we have that 
V[x(t)] = c, for all t E Fk n [0, t* *], k = 1, 2,.... Specifically, V[x(t)] = c, if 
t is one of the numbers 
t**-Nqr,,t**-((N- 1)qr2+prl),t**-((N-2)qrZ+2prl), 
. ..) t**-(qr2+(N-l)prl)t**-Npr,, 
From the choice of p and q, it follows that these numbers form an E- 
decomposition of the interval [t** - Nqrz, t* * - Npr,]. Likewise, due to the 
choice of t**, (t ** -t* > Nqr,), the elements of the set (Jr=,0 Fkn [0, r] 
form an s-decomposition of the interval [0, t*]. Let t, be such that 
V[x(t,)] = c2 and 0 Q t, < t*. By the above properties, there exists t2 such 
that 0 < t, < t*, ] t, - t, 1 < E, and V[x(t,)] = ci . From the definition on c3, 
cl - cz = I Wt,)l - WtJl I & j” I v’b,(w)l I dt < ~3~7 11 
which contradicts the definition of E. Thus, V[x,(w)(O)] = c, for all t > 0. 
Hence a($) s {w E G: V[x,(y)(O)] is eventually constant }. The remainder of 
the proof follows from Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. As a simple but instructive illustration of Theorem 3.1, 
consider the scalar equation 
x’(t) = -x(t) + j” g(s) x(t + s) ds, (3.3) -r 
where g: [-r, 0) + R is continuous and J?,. ] g(s)(ds Q 1. If j’?, ] g(s)Ids < 1, 
then Theorem 2.1 (cf. Example 2.1) applies, and x = 0 is globally 
asymptotically stable. So, let us suppose that (‘5, ] g(s) ] ds = 1. 
Let V[x] =x*/2. Then 
v’bl= -f(O) + 4(O) I” g(s) 96) ds- --I 
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Suppose $ E C is such that Id(O)] = ]] #]I. It follows that 
V’WI ~-~*~0)fI((O~Ill~I/(O I g(s)Ids<O -r 
and (i) of Theorem 3.1 holds. Now, choose 4 such that V’ [d] = 0, and 
I $P) I = II 4 Il. Then 
0=~‘[~1~-14(0)I [lm-j” IMs)lIbw+ --I 
That is, either ] d(0) 1 = 0 or 
l$w>l =f,l &)I I!o)l& (3.4) 
DetineH={sE[-r,O]:]g(s)/>O}. If]#(O)l=O,then#=OEC. Suppose 
(3.4) holds, and suppose there exists y E H such that V[x(d)(u)] < V[d(O)]. 
Then IdWl < ItWL and 
from which we conclude that j?, ] g(s)] ds > 1, a contradiction. As H is 
infinite, it now follows from Theorem 3.1 that V[x@)(t)] = x*(d)(t)/2 + 
constant as t -+ co, for any d E C. As (3.3) is scalar, each solution must tend 
to a constant limit as t -+ co. Notice that this result also follows from 
Theorem 2.2 if I g(s)1 > 0 for all s E [-r, 0] since H = [-r, 0). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the n-dimensional system 
x’(t) = F(x(t)) - 2 A,F(x(t - ri)) -1’ G(s) F(x(t + s)) ds, (3.5) 
i=l -r 
where 
(i) F(x) zf -grad V[x] for all x E R”; 
(ii) V: R” + R is continuously differentiable and bounded from 
below; 
(iii) lgrad V[u]] < Jgrad V[w]] if V[u] < V[w]; 
(iv) Ai is a constant n x n matrix and 0 < ri Q r for each i = 1, 2,...; 
and 
(v) G(e) is a continuous n X n matrix function such that 
2 (Ai1 + j” IG(s)lds < 1. 
i=l -i- 
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Here, grad V denotes the (column) gradient of V, that is, 
grad V[u] = F = col (F,..., 9). 
1 n 
Consider the function V as a Liapunov function. Then 
v’[#l < -Igrad %W))12 + f? grad I WO>>l IAil /grad V(#(-ri)>/ 
i=l 
+ I grad W(O))l (” I W>I I grad V$@))l ds. -r 
Hence, V’[4] <O for all 4 E C such that max-,(,,, V[#(s)] = V[#(O)]. 
Define 
ff= {-ri: IAil > 0} U (SE I--r, 0] : G(S) > 0). 
It is straightforward to show that H satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1. 
Since (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 are also satisfied, it follows that 
V[x(#)(t)] + constant as t -+ 00 for any 4 E C such that x(@)(a) is defined 
and bounded on [0, oo), provided that either 
(vi) there exists an infinite set No of natural numbers such that 
IAil > 0 for each iEN,;or 
(vii) there exists i,j such that /Ail > 0, IAj( > 0, and ri/Ti is irrational; 
or 
(viii) / G(s)/ > 0 for some s E I-r, 01. 
If, in addition to (i)-(v) and either (vi), (vii), or (viii), we have that 
V[X] -+ co as /xl + co, then V[x(#)(t)] -+ constant as t + 03 for any $ E C. 
It is very easy to prove that for a function V[x] bounded from below, 
condition (iii) is true if and only if there exists a continuous function H 
which is strictly increasing on the range of V such that 
grad V[x] . grad V[x] = H(V[x]). 
So the function V[x] = u(x . x) satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) if u is a 
positive scalar function on (-co, 00) and it is a solution of the equation 
u’ = H(u), 
where H: R ’ + R ’ is strictly increasing, H(0) = 0 and s” ds/H(s) < co. 
505/48/l-@ 
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Remark 3.2. Although Theorem 3.1 is a useful result, it is not definitive. 
For example, consider equation (3.2) 
x’(t) = -h@(t)) + h(x(t - r)). 
For V[x] = x*/2, 
V’MI = -OP))~hw)) - ~(~W)l9 
and conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 are met, where H = (-r). 
However, condition (iii) is clearly not satisfied. In fact, if H = {-r, ,..., -r,}, 
0 < r, < rz < e .a < rk and ri/rk = qJq for natural numbers qi, q; 
i = l,..., k - 1, then Theorem 3.1 does not apply and stronger estrictions are 
needed. Theorem 3.2 below is designed to eliminate this surprising difficulty. 
The intent of Theorem 3.2 will be made clearer if one first examines the 
following special case. Indeed, Theorem 3.2 has been motivated by the 
techniques that are employed in Example 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Again, consider (3.2) 
x’(t) = -h(x(t)) + h(x(t - r)). 
If r > 0 and h: R + R is continuous and strictly increasing, then each 
solution x(.) of (3.2) satisfies 
x(t) + constant as t + co. 
Sketch of Proof: Let x(t) be a solution of (3.2). Then x(t) is defined and 
bounded in the future. Define the functions 
v(t) = -yc;;o ~(t + s) and WO = -$$o x(t + ‘1. 
Then V(t) is nonincreasing and bounded from below, and W(t) is 
nondecreasing and bounded from above so the limits 
lim V(t) = u and f\i~ W(t) = w 
t-00 
exist. Suppose x(t) does not tend to a constant. Then v > W. Let R denote the 
positive limit set of x(t). For every w E R, we have 
max v(s) = u 
-r<s<O 
and -$;Go ~4s) = w. 
Let w E a and consider the solution v(t) %‘x(~)(t). Then yt E 51 for all 
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t E R. Let t, and t2 be such that t, < t, < t, + r and y(t,) = W, y(tJ = u. Then 
y’(t,) = y’(t& = 0. It follows from (3.2) that y(tl - kr) = w, y(t, - kr) = U, 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... For each k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., define 
I 
t2-kr 
Zk = NY(~)) ds. 
I,-kr 
Then lZkl < ru, where u = max]h(x)]; w < x Q v. By integrating (3.2) on the 
intervals [t, - kr, t, - kr], we obtain 
v-w= Y’(S) ds 
= 
I--h(Y(s)) + h(Y@ - r))] ds = -Ik + Ik+, * 
Thus, 
(n + l)(v -w)= t (v-w)= i (-zk+zk+,)=-zO+zn+, 
k=O k=O 
from which it follows that, for each n, 
(n+ I)(v-w)<2ru, 
and this yields a contradiction. 
Incidentally, the above proof yields an improved version of a conjecture of 
Bernfeld and Haddock [I]. This conjecture was also established in [6]. The 
above techniques are expanded in the following result. Note that the set 
H= (-r, )..., -rk} in Remark 3.2 can be written 
H = {-p, r* ,..., -pkr*}, 
where 0 <pkr* <r, 0 <pl < e.. <pk, and (pl,...,pk) = 1 ((a) denotes the 
greatest common divisor). 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V[x], a 
closed set G that is positively invariant with respect to (1.3), and a nonempty 
set H s [-r, 0) such that 
(i) V’[#] < 0 for all $ E G such that V[$(O)] = max-,,,,, V[~(S)]; 
(ii) V’[#] > Ojbr all $ E G such that V[#(O)] = inf-,.GsGO V[#(s)]; 
(iii) 4 E K,(H)fir all 4 E G such that V’[#] = 0, and either 
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(iv) H= {-p,r*, -pzr* ,..., -pkr*}, where r* > 0,O <p, < .a, <pk < 
r/r*, and pi is an integer for each i = l,..., k and (p, ,..., p,J = 1; 
and 
(v) liminf,+, l/N Cr=, V’ [u~~+~,.*] = 0 for each a, ,t3, t, and each 
continuous function u: R” --) R such that a < V[ u(t)] < /? for all t. 
Then for each 4 E G such that x($)(e) is defined and bounded on 
[-r, co), Q(4) s K,. Consequently, V[x(#)(t)] -P constant as t + co (see 
Theorem 3.1). 
ProoJ Let Q in G be such that x($)(a) is defined and bounded on 
[-r, co). From (i) and (ii), we obtain that 
max V[x,(#)(s)] is nonincreasing, 
-r<s<0 
and 
-$FGo V[x,(@)(s)] is nondecreasing. 
. 
Thus, both V and -V are Liapunov functions (on the set u,,, ~~(4)) that 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Hence, 
Q(4) c E,(G) n E-v(G). 
That is, if v/ E D(4), then 
-y<y<o V[xt(v)(s)l = Cl 5 -r’:fco W,(v)(s)1 = c, -. , \ \ 
for some c, , c2 and for all t. We shall show that c, = c,. Suppose not. Then 
c, < c, . From elementary number theory, there exist integers n, ,..., nk such 
that n,p, + ..- + n,p,= 1. Let N= [n,p,]+ + ... + [n,p,] + - 1, where for 
each scalar a 
[a] + = a if a>0 
=o if a<0 
Suppose V[x(w)(t*)] = ci (i = 1 or 2) for some t*. It follows from conditions 
(iii) and (iv) that V[x(y)(t* - hr*)] = ci, where h = Cj”=, mjpi for natural 
numbers mj. In particular, if V[x(u/)(t* - hr*)] = ci (i = 1 or 2) for t*, then 
V[x(ty)(t* - Nr* - r*)] = V[x(y)(t* - Nr*)] = ci. As in the proof of 
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Theorem 3.1, we obtain that for any t* >, iVr with V[x(w)(t*)] = ci (i = 1 or 
213 
v[x(ly)(t* - Nr” - kr*)] = ci 
for all k = 0, l,.... 
By condition (v) for a = c2 and jI = c,, we can choose a number N* such 
that 
$ i V’[XtoCkr*] < 7 
k-l 
holds for any to > 0, where x(t) “L‘x(v)(t) for t 2 0. Let us now choose a t* 
such that 
v[x(t*)] = c, . 
Then there exists a t** such that t* -r< t** < t* and Y[x(t**)] = c,. By 
virtue of the previous paragraph, 
V[x(t* - kr*)] = c,, V[x(t** - kr)] = cz 
for k = N, N + l,..., N + N*. By integrating the equality (d/dt) V[x(t)] = 
V’[x,] over the intervals [t** - kr*, t* - kr”], we have 
I 
t’- kr’ 
c, -cz = V’[x,] dt 
I**-kr* 
t* -Nr* --N*r* 
= 
V'[x,+(N+N*-kh'ldf' 
Thus, we obtain the contradiction 
(1 + N*)(c, - c*) = 5 (c, - c2) 
k=O 
I 
,* -Nr* -&.*r* N' 
= 
c V'b f+(N+N*-kbr*ldt 
I**-‘vr*-N*r* /(SO 
<(l+N*)F (t* - t**) < (1 + N*)(c, -c*). 
It follows that c, = c2. Hence, w E K,, and the remainder of the proof 
follows from Lemma 2.1. 
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EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider the scalar equation 
m 
x’(r) = -h(x(t)) + 2 a,h(x(t - ir)), (3.6) 
i=l 
where h: R + R is continuous and strictly increasing, r > 0, ai > 0 i = l,..., m, 
and C;“= i ni = 1. We wish to prove that x(#)(t) + constant as t + co for all 
( E c. 
Let V[x] =x. Then 
It is clear that conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3.2 are met. Also, each 
solution x@)(t) exists and is bounded on [-r, co), so V is bounded along 
solutions, Let H = {-ir: a, # 0, i = l,..., m}. Then for any 4 such that 
I”[/] = 0, and either max-,<,<O d(s) = 4(O) or min-,<,G, )(s) = 4(O), we 
have #(O) = #(-ir) f or any -ir E H. Thus, ) E K,(H) for such (, and 
conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.2 hold. Now, let a </I and let u(t) be 
such that a Q u(t) <p for all t E R. Then (for r* = r) 
- h(u(r, t Nr)). 
So, for a < u(t) <p, 
go ~‘[~lo+kr*l / <mu+(m-l)utu=2mu, 
where u = max,G,Gi) ] h(x) ]. It follows that 
li~rnsf-j$ 2 V’[U,O+kr*] = 0. 
k-0 
That is, condition (v) of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied. We conclude that each 
solution of (3.6) is asymptotically constant as t -+ co. 
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EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(f) = W(Q)[-W(t)) + h(x(t - r))], (3.7) 
where r > 0, h: R --f R is continuous and strictly increasing for x > 0 
h(x)>0 for x20. Let e>O, G,={~:~(s)>,&,--Russo}, and V[x]=x. 
Then G, is positively invariant, V is bounded along solutions that remain in 
G, and V’[#] =4*($(O)) + h(d(O))h(#(-r)). It is easy to prove that 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii), ( iv are satisfied. In order to prove that (v) holds, let ) 
a</3anda,<u(t)<pfortER.Then(forr*=r) 
+5 
k=O 
By Schwarz’s inequality, we have 
N 
h2(u(to + kr)) 
h(u(to + kr)) h(u(to + (k - 1) r)). 
z. W. + WI Wto + (k - 1) 9) 
< ( &i. h2Mto + W kN$e’, two+ WI) 
If2 
< &$-, h2Wo + W. 
Hence 
We can now conclude that each solution of (3.7) that “starts” in G = 
{$: 4(s) > 0, -r < s ( 0) tends to a constant limit as t -+ co. 
As was the case with Theorem 3.1., Theorem 3.2 is not restricted to scalar 
applications. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Consider the n-dimensional system 
x’ 0) = %WW( VW>> - ff( Vx(t - r)))), (3.8) 
where F and V satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) of Example 3.2, H(V) = 1 grad V], and 
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H is strictly increasing. The conditions of Theorem 3.2 can be established in 
a straightforward manner, thereby concluding that each solution of (3.8) 
satisfies 
V[x(t)] -+ constant as t -+ 00. 
This result can readily be extended to equations 
X’(t) = E;(X(t)) ~( v(X(t))) - ~ aiH( v(X(t - ir))))) 
i=l 
where Cy=, ai = 1 with each ai > 0. 
In a recent paper [ 131, Petzold and Sorg stated that each solution of the 
scalar equation 
x’(t) = -sinh[x(t) - x(t - r)], r > 0, 
tends to a constant limit as t + co. By examining equations of the form 
x’(t) =f(x(t>, x(t - r)), 
wheref(., .) satisfies a certain “order relation,” Kaplan, Sorg, and Yorke ]7] 
were able to show that the above statement is indeed true. In fact, as a 
special case of their main result, they were able to establish that each 
solution of 
x’(t) =p(x(t) - x(t - r)) 
is asymptotically constant as t --) co, provided 
(3.9) 
(i) p satisfies a local Lipschitz condition, and 
(ii) xp(x) < 0 for x # 0 
(cf. [ 7, Example 11). A special case is, of course, p(x) = -sinh x. 
At this stage, an attempt o apply our results (viz. Theorem 3.2) to (3.9) 
would seem reasonable. Unfortunately, condition (v) of Theorem 3.2 is not 
met for this case, so further results are needed. We conclude this paper with 
an additional theorem that, when applied directly to Eq. (3.9), will provide 
an improvement of results given in [7] (cf. Example 3.7). 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V= V[x], a 
closed set G that is positively invariant with respect o (1.3), and an r* in 
[-r, 0] such that 
(i) V’ [g] < Ofor all qb in G such that 
Vl9(0)1 =-y<y& VlO(s)l; 
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(ii) V’ [#] > O&W all q4 in G such that 
(iii) if V’[#] =O, and either V[#(O)] = max-,,,,, I’[#+)] or 
W(O)1 = infLcsGO Q$(s>l, then v[@>] = W(-r*)l; and 
(iv) for each compact set Q z G, each c > inf,,, V[#(O)], and each 
a > 0, there exists 6 = S(Q, c, a) > 0 such that V[$(-r*)] > 
V[$(O)] + 6 whenever V’[$] > a and V[$(O)] > c, $ E Q, 
Then for any $ E G such that x(#)(a) is defined and bounded on [-r, co), 
a(#) C K,. Hence, v[W(t)] --) constant as t--t co (see Theorem 3.1). 
Proof: Let 4 E G be such that x(4)(.) is defined and bounded on 
[-r, co), and let w E a(d). Then, for x(.) gfx(v)(.), x, E n(#) for all 
t E (-co, co). Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we deduce the 
existence of constants ~,,c~,t*,t**ER, c2<c,, t*--r<t**(t* such 
that 
max 
-?-<SSO 
Ux,(s)l = cl, _,‘,“,f,o @As)] = c2 
-. \ 
for all t E (-co, co), and 
V[x(t* - kr*)] = cl, V[x(t* * - kr*)] = c,, 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
Suppose c2 < c, . For n = 0, I,2 ,... define v, : [t* *, t*] + [c,, c,] by 
u,,(t) = V[x(t - nr*)] and set 
e(t) = (2c, + cl)/3 + (t - t**)(c, - c,)/3(t* - t**). 
Then un(t* *) = c2, u,(t*) = c, n = 0, 1,2 ,... and e(t* *) > c2, e(t*) < c,. So 
the numbers 
t, = inf{t E [t**, t*]: u,(t) > e(t)] 
are contained in (t * *, t*). Clearly, u,,(t,J = e(t,) and u;(t,Jf> e’(t,) = 
(c, - c,)/3(t” - t* *) > 0. so u4J = V’ bt.-nr*l > a = (c, - c,)l 
3(t* -t**). Since v,(t,) = I’[%,-,A))] > c2 > inf,,,, I’[r(O)] (where 
Q =def a(#)), it follows from condition (iv) that 
In particular, u,+ I(t,) > un(tn). Thus, tn+ 1 < t, for each n; therefore, {t,) is 
strictly decreasing. Hence, Urn,,, t, = r 2 t**. In fact, since V’[ .] is 
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continuous and consequently bounded on G?(d), it is readily seen that 
t > t* *. For a = (c, - c2)/3(t* - t* *) and c = e(r), take 6 = S(J~($), c, a) 
according to condition (iv). Again, since V’ [ a] is bounded on n(d), there 
exists E > 0 such that, if 
W,,(O)1 = e(t,), WJO)l = 4~) + 6 and 
r, <r2, then r,-r,&s. 
Choose n sufliciently large that 
(3.10) 
t ,,+, <t,<s+c. Then t,--t,,+, <E, 
UXt,,) = J”[x~~-,,~~] 2 a, and u&J = V[X~,-~JO)] = e(t,) > e(t) = c. 
so 
That is, 
wl,-,,4-~*)1~ w,,-,r*K91 + 6. 
and 
and we have from (3.10) that 
tn-(n+l)r”-[t,+,-(n+l)r*]=t”-t,+,& 
which is a contradiction. It follows that c, = cl. The conclusion now follows 
from Lemma 2.1. 
Consider the scalar equation 
x’(t) = F(x(t), x(t - r)), (3.11) 
where r > 0 and F: R x R -+ R is continuous. 
COROLLARY. Suppose 
(i) F(x, y) < 0 for y < x, and 
(ii) F(x, y) > 0 for y > x. 
Then each solution of (3.11) tends to a constant as t -+ 03. 
ProoJ: Let V = x, and use r* = r from the theorem. It can be easily 
shown that (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 3.3 hold. To show (iv), let Q c C be 
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compact, and let c > infQEQ )(O), and a > 0 be given. Clearly, there exists 
6 > 0 such that, for 4 E Q with V’[d] = F@(O), #(-r)) > a and V[#(O)] = 
((0) > c, we have ]#(O) - 4(-r)] > 6. Since F@(O), 4(-r)) > 0, we have 
e-4 > w + 6. 
Thus (iv) holds and the conclusion of the corollary follows. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Consider Eq. (3.9), 
x’(t) =p(x(t) - x(t - I)), 
where p: R + R is continuous. If xp(x) < 0 x # 0 conditions of the corollary 
hold for P(x, y) =p(x - y), and we can conclude that each solution of (3.9) 
is asymptotically constant as c--f co. Note that we need not assume p is 
locally Lipschitzian, as was previously required in [7]. 
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